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An agriculturalist, a sociologist/anthropologist, a Catholic Relief Services (CRS)
program officer, and a legal officer conducted this review of the East Timor
Agricultural Development Project (ETADEP). The goal of the project was to reestablish a
viable agroecosystem and to improve the social and economic position of Timorese farmers.

The evaluation team found that the project has made considerable prdgress towards its
objective of controlling wild grass and enabling farmers to return to trampling, their
traditional method of land preparation. If enough cattle continue to be brought into
project sites and rice is cultivated at least once a year, trampling will again be a
realistic method of controlling this grass. Over the next five years, subsidies for
land preparation will be reduced, as will the need for tractors to control the grasses.
Farmers are now growing secondary crops during the dry season, but improved inputs and
irrigation are still needed to make this venture successful. The project has been
successful in directly benefiting about 10,000 people, nearly a quarter of the project
area's population. However, farmers with dry land fields.and women have not been made a
part of project activities. There remains a need to improve water users' associations
and farmers' groups, and to resolve land registration issues. Project management is how
being turned over to the local ETADEP Foundation, whose staff are committed and
competent, but need further training in project implementation and design. In addition,
the Foundation will be dependent on USAID for financial support until they establish a
network of other donors to fund them.

In the area of agriculture, the team recommends improved water control and inputs, the
encouragement of secondary crops and agroforestry, the introduction of sound
agricultural practices in lowland dry fields, and an integrated, diversified
agricultural strategy. In community development, they encourage extending project
coverage for farmers' groups and women, and exploring the possibilities for moving into
health and nutrition. They also recommended the assistance of consultants and the
introduction of training for members of the ETADEP Foundation, assistance from CRS
during the transition to ETADEP takeover, and assistance from USAID after the transition
is complete. Last, USAID should continue its funding for the Foundation so that it can
achieve the project's aims.
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Review of the East Timor Agricultural Development

• Purpose of activity(les) evaluated
• P'Jrpcse of evaluation and Methodology used
• Findings and conclusions (re!ate to questions)

USAID/lndonesia
Mission or Cttice:

Title and Date of Full Evaluation Report:

Project (ETADEP), November 1987

Purpose of Activity Evaluated

After East Timor was incorporated into Indonesia in 1975, the province experienced
massive physical and social disruptions for several years. The subsistence and
commercial agricultural bases of the economy were destroyed and by 1977 East Timor, an
area of marginal subsistence at the best of times, had become a famine area. Catholic
Relief Services (CRS) came to East Timor in 1979 as part of the famine relief effort.
By 1981, famine had been alleviated and CRS and USAID established the East Timor
Agricultural Development Project (ETADEP) in 1981. Its goal was to reestablish a viable
agroecosystem and to improve the social and economic position of Timorese farmers.

Purpose of the Evaluation and Methodology Used

This evaluation was conducted to: 1) record and assess the status of ETADEP activities,
2) determine the specific actions that need to be taken by CRS and USAID during the
transition period (October to December 1987, prior to turning the project over to an
East Timorese foundation, the ETADEP Foundation), and 3) make recommendations relating
to the ETADEP Foundation and activiti~s that should be continued or initiated in the
short and.long terms. The team was also to examine. the implications of CRS's withdrawal
from the project and make recommendations on which CRS functions will need to be
fulfilled by USAID or by foreign consultants.

The review team was composed of an agriculturalist, a sociologist/anthropologist, a CRS
program officer and a legal officer. They each spent up to twelve days in East Timor in
September 1987. Data were collected by interviewing project staff, beneficiaries,
ETADEP Foundation Board members, by empirical observation, and by studying project
records.

Findings and Conclusions

Agriculture. When the project began, the Sare plain (the project region) was overgrown
with a tall, wild sugar cane-like grass <Saccharum spontaneum), which had previously
been kept under control by annual cultivation and grazing. This grass had grown so tall
and developed such a mass of tuber-like roots that its control by limited available
labor and animal power proved ineffective. Tractors were introduced as a temporary
measure to bring the grass under control while water buffalo and Balinese cattle were
distributed to farmers under a revolving credit program with the aim of increasing
livestock numbers to levels adequate for animal traction and/or trampling, the
traditional form of land preparation.
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1. Progress towards objectives. The project has made considerable progress towards its I
objectives of controlling wild grass and enabling farmers to return to trampling as a
method of land preparation. However, because it took longer than anticipated to
accQmplish these objectives, the project could not expand to other areas, but instead
concentrated on the Sare plain. Thus far, about 1650 ha of wet rice fields and 400 ha
of dry fields have been cleared and plowed by tractor one or (in most cases) more times
during the life of the project; tractor use has been phased out entirely or for certain
operations on approximately two thirds of the cultivated lowland area; and about 1400
Balinese cattle and water buffalo have been distributed under a successful revolving
credit program.

2. Trampling as a land preparation method. If cattle continue to be brought in at the
rate of at least 400 head per year, the plan to return to trampling to control grass is
realistic. Because animal traction has not been accepted by farmers, the project has
discontinued its efforts to introduce plows. An alternative to be tested should there
not be enough cattle by the time tractors wear out is the short-term use of systemic
herbicides.

3. Grass control. In the project area, 750 ha of riceland are not currently
cultivated. To control the grass on this land, tractors would have to be phased out of
the other fields as grass is controlled and livestock levels become adequate; a
herbicide could also be tried as an additional option.

4. Subsidies. Over the next five years it is anticipated that tractors will have been
phased out and replaced by cattle and water buffalo. The charges for land preparation
were being raised in 1987 and it is anticipated that this will be continued, thus
allowing the subsidy to be reduced. Increased fees are also expected to encourage
farmers to use their animals.

5. Crop diversification. Few farmers no~v grmv secondary crops on their rice fields
during the dry season because of inadequate water supplies and control, ~ompeting upland
activities in the dry season (particularly coffee harvesting), and lack of marketing
opportunities coupled with low prices. With improved irrigation and preferably also
with improved inputs, secondary crops are viable, particularly for farmers with little
or no coffee. The focus should be on crops with good marketing potential or subsistence
crops.

6. Upland dry fields and soil conservation. Farmers grow a wide variety of crops on
upland dry fields. However, pressure on the land has reSUlted in too short a fallow
period on slash-and-burn fields, thus severely degrading the land base. The project has
had limited success with encouraging sustained soil conservation measures such as
terracing and the planting of Leucaena trees because farmers fail to see the benefits.

7. Preference for upland residence. Provincial authorities encourage or pressure
people to move from their traditional upland villages to the lowlands. The problems
with permanent lowland residence include lack of water in the dry season, malaria, and
the attachment people have to their land of origin and burial sites.

Community Development and Farmers' Participation. In 1987 the population directly
served by the project (1804 households belonging to farmers' groups) was about 10,000.
These beneficiaries comprise about 23% of the 1980 Census' total population of the four
project subdistricts. An indeterminate number of people benefit indirectly from the
project.
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1. Beneficiaries. Only a small percentage of farmers in the project area belong to
farmers' groups. Farmers' group members own lowland rice fields; farmers with dry
fields or coffee gardens and dry fields do not benefit, or benefit only indirectly. It
is problematic to have a project that focuses on only part of a community, and not
necessarily the poorest part. This has given rise to some ill feelings in the project
command area.

2. Women. So far, women have not been involved in project activities, despite their
extensIVe activity in agriculture.

3. Farmers' groups.
cattle distribution.

These groups are largely a channel for tractor organizations and
Most have yet to develop autonomy and initiative.

4. New initiatives. Farmers have shown considerable interest in fishponds, although
there have been some problems with water supply. They have also responded well to the
introduction of certain secondary crops, vegetables in particular. There is a good
market for these. Most recently, farmers have been requesting teak seedlings for
hillside land.

5. Water users' associations. Options need to be explored here because there is almost
no organization of irrigation water or channel maintenance.

6. Land registration. No land titles have yet been issued to farmers, but the Governor
has agreed to take action on this.

ETADEP Foundation Capacity Issues

1. Staff and management. The new East Timorese project management is committed and
competent, and aware of their weaknesses and training needs. Several key management
staff assumed their positions only in July 1987 and need management training and a
consultant's assistance. The agricultural extension staff need training and follow-up
support in community development and group dynamics skills.

2. The Foundation. The new ETADEP Foundation has not had time to become fully
functioning, although board members seem committed to its success.

3. New directions~ Once the Foundation is well established, management staff hope to
expand into such new activities, such as health, to change emphases (e.g., more emphasis
on household water supply systems), and expand to other areas.

CRS Withdraw1 Issues

1. Funding. The Foundation will be dependent on USAID for financial support while it
attempts to develop a network of other donors. The Foundation was established with
USAID's support and the understanding that USAID would continue its funding. Delays in
setting up the Foundation have meant there may not be time to seek other donors before
funds are needed at the end of FY 88.

Recommendations

In agriculture, the recommendations are: 1) To achieve higher rice yields and better
control of the grass, improved water control is needed along with improved cultivation
practices and inputs. Techniques should be sought which are less labor-intensive and
which are acceptable to farmers. 2) Encouraging secondary crops on rice fields would
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control the pressure on upl~nd dry fields, and irrigation and water control need to be
extended and marketing opportunities explored. 3) Agro-~orestry should be encouraged on
upland dry fields. 4) To ensure that land does not deter~orate, sound agricultural
practices should be introduced in permanent lowland dry fields. 5) There should be an
integr~tion of wet rice, dryland, and coffee cUltivation inco an overall diversified
agricultural strategy. Such an approach should start ,.i~h the traditional agricultural
system and build on its strong points while overcoming i~3 weaknesses. 6) Compromise
solutions are needed that satisfy government and farmers, protect watersheds, and ensure
that a wide variety of crops continue to be grow~. Ynis "auld ensure good rice yields
and grass control. 7) The appropriate timing for the progression to a fee structure for
services which reflects costs should be determined as soon after the next harvest as
possible.

In the area of community develoument and farmers' participation, the following
recommendations are made: 1) Examine whether and ho''; it is ?cssible to include farmers
who are not currently group members. rne coverage and Ge~2=i~3 of far~ers' groups begun
by the government should also be examined. 2) Women secuin be involved in project
activities, ideally through the for~ation of women's groups. 3) The possibilities for
moving into health and nutrition activities should 02 e~?lored by the Foundation when
appropriate. 4) Farmers' groups should receive incre~~2~ attention with a view toward
improving their capacity to initiate, plan and imple~e~: activities.

For issues regarding the capacity of the ETADEP Founc~=ion, it is recommended that one
or more consultants, including a long-ter~ foreign c~nsultant, be hired by the
Foundat~on. Also, training, either at the ?rojec~ si~~ O~ outside the province, should
foc~s i~i~ially on ~anage~ent, plannin~, fi~ancial a~c 72cor~-~ee?ing skills for
manage~ent staff, and community organization and grou? dynamics for extension workers.

Regarding CRSts withdrawal and the transfer of respo~s~bilities to the Foundation, it is
rec~moended that 1) until Dece~ber 31,1987, CRS shouli ensure that ET~~EP staff are
compet:nt in the procedures pr~'1iously car7ied out bi C:_S/Jakar~a and complete all
pr~?aration necessary for the transfer. 2) For the ~o:j~dation to have continuing access
to project funds, it is essential that the registraticn ?rocess with USAID be completed
by Dece~ber 31.

R=3arding support 'for the "?cL'n':'.:::ion, USAI] ~a5 the o;;~.,)r::mi~:r to c~ntribute to
de7e':"opi-a.3 s.nd s"t:.-en.g~::'C!::':"'..6 2. :.;cung NCO i:: a prov:.~c= ~.;~""'-~:-~ t:t2::":= are ver:r £e~i

sel~-aelp organizations ane on~y one other local founda:~on. It is hoped that with
continuing USAID assist~nc=) t~e Foundation will be aj~= to achie're the aims of the
p!:"'Jje~t.
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~ Review of the East Timor Agricultural Development Project (ETADEP), September
ffi October 1987, by Dr. Barbara Martin-Schiller, Joanne Hale and Pauline Wilson,
~ USAID/lndonesia - Catholic Relief Services, November 1987.
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